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In the software development world, inquisitive and innovative problem solvers lead the charge. These qualities, along
with a strong desire to learn has helped me traverse the needed adaptability in this ever-changing market to succeed.
Every day is an exciting opportunity to apply my knowledge and progress further.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Python 3 | JavaScript es5 & es6 | CSS3 |
HTML5 | JSON | Bootstrap 4.1.3 | Git/Version
Control | Terminal | JQuery 3.3.1 | Java | MySQL
| MVC | Spring Boot | JSP | Thymeleaf
Exposure To: React | PHP | Django | Maven |
Hibernate | JPA | Linux

CURRENT PROJECTS
Simple Budget - November 2018
A Full-stack web application that uses APIs,
MySQL, Spring Boot, HTML/CSS/JS/JAVA,
Bootstrap and is deployed online. Users can
create an account, post to the community to
share budgeting tips, view, search posts and
utilize the built-in budget calculator to attain
more financial security.

Adlister - October 2018
A full stack application, which used a Tomcat
server that connected to a MySQL database. It
allowed users to create a profile, add, edit,
search and delete social advertisements

Movie Application - September 2018
A single page web application that allows
users to view rated movies and submit there
own ratings for movies. It allowed a more user
controlled feeling as to other websites which
just allowed critic ratings.

Weather Map - August 2018
Using the Open Weather API, built an
application that provides users with a threeday weather forecast based on a selected area

EDUCATION
Codeup 2018
Fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive
18 week full stack Java career accelerator that
provides students with 600+ hours of expert
instruction in software development.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Kalamazoo Country Day School
Middle School Computer Science Teacher 2017
Created and implemented multi-tiered lesson
plans for students 3rd thru 8th grade. This
success resulted in a better understanding of
multiple programming languages and logic for
all ages.

Home Depot - Cashier 2016
Provided exceptional customer service aiming
to ensure repeat business opportunities.
Effectively made sales referrals and handled
exchanges according to company policies.

Stewart Sutherland - Inspector/Packer 2015
Ensured quality control of products which
adhered with client standards and employer
regulations. Packaged and prepared shipments
for nationwide delivery.

